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Abstract— The main objective of present study is to understand the vortical structure development

and evolution of a low-speed rectangular jet via smoke low visualization. The side- and front-view near

the jet exit are utilized simultaneously to know the development relationship in detail. Results not only

conirm the development of vortex ring but also indicate this process has strong relationship with the

vortical structure development in a plane jet.

© 2017 The Author(s). Published by TAF Publishing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Turbulence is one of the most challenging ields of

luid mechanics. There had been extensive researches and

discussions focusedon the shear lowrelated to the growing

andevolutionof turbulent lows. The instability of the shear

lowmay bring about complex phenomena even though the

initial and boundary conditions are very simple. This prop-

erty promotes signiicant mass and momentum transports

between different regions of the low ields. Related ap-

plications include the fuel-gas mixing, the noise reduction,

and the high lift devices. The low ield is divided into the

shear-layer region and the potential core region (where the

stream-wise velocity distributions remain lat). The trans-

port and mixing of mass and momentum in jet lows are

closely related to the vortical structures which are origi-

nated from the instabilities of the free shear layer. With ex-

perimental results in jet and mixing layer, Crow & Cham-

pagne [1], Brown & Roshko [2], and Browand & Weidman

[3] proved that the large-scale coherent structureswere the

intrinsic features in free shear low. At the early stage of the

development of a free shear low, Kelvin-Helmholtz instabil-

ity is induced due to the presence of the velocity gradient.

Through the pairing and the merging process, the vortices

form larger structures [4]. Such an interacting process pro-

vided the primary mechanism for the mixing and the low

entrainment of free shear low. The evolution of coherent

structures is closely related to the propagation and interac-

tionof the instabilitywaves. Basedon the subharmonic evo-

lutionmodel proposed byHo [5, 6], the occurrence of vortex

merging is a result of the evolution of the subharmonic in-

stabilities. The interaction of two rows of vortices is more

signiicant near the end of potential core, and the preferred

mode dominates the following structures [7]. In order to

analyze the low structure development in a simple way,

most researchers adopt nozzle with high aspect ratio. Typi-

cally, the value of aspect ratio is larger than 20 and this kind

of nozzle is also called the plane jet. Then the phenomena of

roll-up,merging, and pairing of vortex can be visualized and

analyzed easily. But when the aspect ratio is lower than 20,

also called the rectangular jet, the vortical development in

the corner will connect each other to form the vortex ring
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which has 3D characteristics. In view of these facts, there

is few related reference investigating the 2D and 3D low

structures at the mean time. Present work focuses on the

development and relationship of 2D and 3D low structures

using advanced smoke low visualization method. The side

and front views of low patterns at different stream-wise lo-

cations are examined simultaneously. Beside above study

topic, the transformation relationship is another important

issue to be further studied here. The so-called transforma-

tion relationship is the relation between 3D vortex ring and

2D low structures development. There exist two different

developmentways. The vortex ring ismainly caused by sec-

ondary instability low in the corner. But the 2D low struc-

ture is induced by the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability.

II. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND SETUP

The low-speed wind tunnel and advanced smoke

low visualization method are two main experimental fa-

cilities in this study. In order to conirm the accuracy of ex-

periment, all facilities are well-adjusted. Their detail setup

will be mentioned as following.

A. Low-SpeedWind Tunnel

The experiments were performed in a low-speed air-

jet tunnel (as shown in Figure 1).

Fig. 1 . Sketch of the low-speed wind tunnel

Air low is generatedbya centrifugal blower. Theblower

noise is reduced by an inlet mufler and a noise reduction

chamber. The settling chamber consists of one honeycomb

and six porous screens for further improving the low qual-

ity. A nozzle of ifth-order-polynomial proile with area

contraction ratio of 20 connects to the outlet of

settling chamber to produce the desired jet low. The noz

zle exit is 40 mm high and 100 mm wide and the corre-

sponding aspect ratio is 2.5. The operational exit velocity

ranges from 1 to 25 m/s. The turbulence intensity at the

centre of the jet exit is no more than 0.8%. A Pitot probe

of 1 mm in diameter was placed at the jet exit to measure

the exit velocity for reference velocity. The Pitot probe was

attached to a differential pressure transducer whose preci-

sion was ± 0.005 mmH2O.

B. Advanced Smoke Visualization Method

Smoke-low method is an easy way to see the low

pattern by eyes or camera. The smoke is mainly produced

by a smoke generator and then is taken into low ield by

working luid. In previous application, the jet lowwas visu-

alized and analyzed by smoke-low method [8, 9]. The low

pattern and topology of vortices were investigated in detail.

Based on previous experimental experiences, smoke low

visualization method had two major disadvantages. The

irst, the low ield must ill with smoke when low pattern

was visualized in the past. The smoke requirementmust in-

crease for aerodynamic analysis in large-scale suction type

wind tunnel. It is hard to visualize low structure under the

condition of illed with smoke. The second, the traditional

smoke low method cannot be used to observe local low

ield.

Therefore, an advanced smoke low visualization

method is necessary to be developed. Yeh [9] developed

a high-pressure smoke low visualization system from old

type smoke low method and had been improved to visu-

alize local low structure. Advanced smoke visualization

system is composed by concentration box made by wood

and a smoke generator. High-pressure low produced by a

compressor was imported into concentration box and then

brought out smoke. The largest amount of smoke produc-

tion reaches 18,000 cubic feet per minute. The odorless,

tasteless, and high concentrations of water-based smoke

oil was used and stored in a 5-liter oil tank. A tapered de-

vice (funnel-like) is equipped at exit end inside tank to avoid

pressure drop due to compressor. The output smoke low

approaches laminar low after tuning by regulator. So, the

true low condition can be faithfully performed by streak

line and reveal qualitative phenomena. A settling cham-

ber was set up to stabilize pressure and collect condensate

water. Amount of smoke, endurance or time interval are

controlled by a remote controller. Detail design and con-

struction are shown in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2 . Detailed design and construction of smoke box [9]

After preliminary experiments [9], that device was con-

irmed experimentally and had proved the ability to visual-

ize local low property at various different Reynolds num-

ber. It has very high convenience and adaptability in use. It

is also easy to adjust for different type or velocity of low

ield. It can enhance the qualitative researches about luid-

and aero-dynamics effectively.

C. Lighting and Image Recording System

Light source is a semi-conductor laser with 532 nm

wavelength. The max operation power is 1.2 W. In order

to narrow laser beam and enhance concentration power,

laser light is irst emitted through two different focus length

lenses to perform collimating. Finally pass through the

cylindrical lens and form a high power laser sheet. The

spread angle is about 20o. Image recording system is a digi-

tal high-speed camera made by SONY Company. Image res-

olution is ix in 1240×1024 pixel and frame speed is 5,000

frames per second.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

TheCartesian coordinate is used in presentwork and

the coordinate at nozzle exit is shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3 . The cartesian coordinates at jet exit (a) front-view; (b)

side-view

The 2D and 3D low structures are shown in x-y plane

and y-z plane respectively. The location dimensionless pa-

rameter is the height of nozzle exit. The exit speed of jet

nozzle in wind tunnel is about 5 m/sec.

A. Lighting and Image Recording System

Due to velocity gradient in the interface, the Kelvin-

Helmholtz instability is the main mechanism of the vortical

formation. As shown in Figure 4(a), the obvious vortex ap-

pears near the jet nozzle exit near the location of x/H=2.

And the vortex becomes bigger and bigger, that is called the

roll-up process. As the vortex transports to downstream,

the larger vortexmerges the small one andbecomes a larger

one.

Those are called the pairing and merging processes

as shown in Figure 4(b). When the vortices of upper and

lower shear layer meet each other, this location is called

the end of potential core. In the potential core, the velocity

maintains constant and equals to the exit velocity. The area

of potential core just likes a triangle. Here, the end of poten-

tial core is about located at x/H=5. Without any excitation,

the vortex after the end of potential core is not obvious (as

shown in Figure 4(c). Actually, the vortical structure pro-

cesses the lapping mode.

That means the arrangement of vortex after the end

of potential core is asymmetric. In our previous work, the

lapping motion is enhanced by external long-wave exci-

tation. The spreading and mixing properties then also in-

crease [10]. Typically, the growth, pairing, and merging

processes of 2D vortical structure of rectangular jet are

similar to those of plane jet.

Fig. 4 . Initial vortex roll-up
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B. Development of the Vortex Ring

Firstly, the uniform core of jet exit is shown in Figure

5(a). It means that the used jet has a good performance

under operational speed. Because of small aspect ratio, the

vortical structure due to secondary instability in the shear

layer at four nozzle corners will develop, grow, and connect

each other to form the vortex ring inally. In the early stage

of vortical development, the individual vortices at four cor-

ners grow slightly (see Figure 5(b)). Themain development

mechanism is the secondary instability due to corner.

As the growth of vortex, the area of central core be-

comes small because the vortices in the corner become

larger and distorted (as shown is Figure 5(c)). At following

stream-wise location, the front view of jet becomes much

more chaos (as shown in Figure 5(d)). That is because the

vortical interaction of four corners, which makes low, be-

comes turbulent. The bigger size of vortices will meet and

merge together. For a natural jet, the vortex after pairing

and merging processes will be easy to breakdown and then

become small-scale turbulence. In Figure 5(e), the appear-

ance of jet view is not like the original one. It likes turbu-

lence more. The stream-wise location here is after the end

of potential core and the vortices had been broken down

already at this location.

Fig. 5 . Front view of vortex ring x/H= (a) 0.5; (b) 1.5; (c) 2.5; (d)

3.5; (e) 4

C. Development and Transformation Relationship

There were some excellent researches related to jet

low. [3, 11, 12] indicate that the jet mixing and spreading

properties will be enhanced due to the growth of vortical

structure. If the low ield is excited at its fundamental fre-

quency, the mixing properties in the upstream will further

increase [13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. However, if the jet low is ex-

cited at relative low frequency, two order at least, the low

structure after the end of potential core will be much more

organized and the mixing properties will be enhanced sig-

niicantly [10]. During the vortical development process,

the area of potential core, where the speed inside is main-

tained constant, will decrease simultaneously. According

to the arguments mentioned above, the mixing is related to

the vortical development and growth, especially the vortical

scale. As the scale of vortex becomes larger, the appearance

of vortex will change in width and height. At this time, the

2D vortex, which develops in the difference side, will meet

each other and start to form 3D structure if the aspect ratio

of jet nozzle is small. That is why the vortical structures

connect each other and start to form the vortex ring at the

position where the 2D vortex grows large enough. But after

the end of potential core of natural jet, the 3D vortical struc-

ture is formed and becomes much more chaos without any

excitation. Therefore, there is not any obvious coherent

structure in front view of jet low. The whole low struc-

tures of corresponding stream-wise locations of side- and

front-views are shown in Figure 6.

Fig. 6 .Whole low structures of corresponding stream-wise

locations of side- and front-views

Basically, the development of vortex ring is correspon-

dent to that of 2D low structure. Because of velocity gra-

dient due to the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, the 2D low

structure develops in the shear layer. After absorbing en-

ergy frommean low, the vortical structure then grows and

rolls up. But near the corner, the secondary instability low
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will be induced and then combine 2D low structures to

form the vortex ring. In the downstream, the 2D low struc-

ture breaks down to small-scale eddy and the vortex ring

disappears simultaneously. Their developments are closely

related.

IV. CONCLUSION

Present work focuses on the development and relationship

of 2D and 3D low structures via advanced smoke low visu-

alization method. The side and front views of low patterns

at different stream-wise locations are examined simultane-

ously. And the transformation relationship is another im-

portant issue to be further studied here. The development

of vortex ring is correspondent to that of 2D low structure.

Because of velocity gradient due to the Kelvin-Helmholtz in-

stability, the 2D low structure develops in the shear layer.

After absorbing energy from mean low, the vortical struc-

ture rolls up and grows in size. At the corner of jet nozzle,

the secondary instability low is induced and then combines

2D low structures to form the vortex ring. In the down-

stream, the 2D low structure breaks down to small-scale

eddy and the vortex ring disappears simultaneously. The

whole low structures become turbulent inally. The main

contribution of this study is to study the development and

relationship between 2D and 3D low structures in detail.

The advanced smoke low visualization method is the main

experimental equipment adopted here. The transformation

and development process and each other’s connection are

two main arguments.
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